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Abstract 

 

Ultra Violet detection of electrical discharging activity  appear 10 years ago and quickly speeding 

through companies performing UV inspection. It is  a lot of codes which describe how to perform 

inspection. For example (EPRI recommendation  very helpful document), but it is a lot of questions 

about acceptance of detected discharge activity. Usually criteria is a number of UVC photons detected 

by UV camera, as we can understand it is absolutely inacceptable.   The number of measured Photons 

detected depend on  amplification level chosen, distance to inspection object and air temperature. It 

the same as performing UT without of using DAC curves and  with random rejection signal 

amplitude. But distance to inspection object and air temperature even can't be inputted to UV cameras 

software. To fix this problem in Russia developing renewed version of Electrical equipment 

ТnspectТon standard (づД 34.45-51.300-97). In this standard presented conception of normalized 

measurement (measurement from distance 10 meters with temperature 20 C0  by equipment with 

normalized sensitivity. Methodic of  recount of measured data to normalized measurement conditions 

was introduced. 
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1. Problems of UV discharge detection application. 

 

Any technology can be successfully  applied  in case if we have reliable equipment, inspection 

procedures acceptance criteria and qualified personnel. At the start of UV discharge detection 

technology application  exists only equipment. Several years later EPRI recommendation  appears [1]. 

It was very helpful document, but  a lot of questions about acceptance criteria for electrical equipment 

and inspection technology were no solved. Also it was no any clue about personnel training and 
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certification for personnel performing such inspections. It is necessary to say that Russia have word 

largest electrical distribution network and a lot generation plants so the discharge detection problem is 

very important.  

SEC "Kachestvo" and "PANATEST" cooperate to solve this problems and provide  high quality 

services for energy producing and supplying organizations in  implementation new UV inspection 

technology. Both companies were involved in development of national and employers standards 

relative to infrared and UV inspection. 

 PANATEST is an official UVIRCO (South African UV equipment manufacturer)  UV 

camera distributor and provide equipment and technical support. SEC "Kachestvo" provide personnel 

certification. 

  SEC "Kachestvo" Certification center accredited by internationally recognized accreditation  

First target of our work was to develop an adequate inspection technology and acceptance criteria, 

which will give us an repeatable results. Nowadays acceptance criteria is a number of UVC photons 

detected by UV camera in respect to part of equipment where discharge detected.   The number of 

detected  Photons depend on  amplification level chosen, distance to inspection object and air 

temperature and pressure.  

The general conception of procedure was taken from infrared inspection. In  [3]  the overheat of 

defective joint have to be recount to nominal load (in case of infrared inspection overheat depend on 

load level). So for ultraviolet discharge detection technology the measured discharge activity have to 

be recount to normalized  conditions.  

 

2. Factors Influencing result. 

 

The final result will depend on measurement parameters  and on factor which has an influence on 

discharge activity.   

 

2.1 factors Influencing measurements. 

  

Next factors have an influence on measurement results. 

    - Distance to inspection object. It is known that any radiation intensively from relatively small point 

source decreasing in accordance to back square low (1).  
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No one existing UV camera even has parameter "distance" in equipment setup. So no adjustment can 

be done. No existing acceptance criteria don't take distance into account. Certainly distance have to be 

taken into account n further calculations. 

   -UV camera Sensitivity. Any UV inspector knows that number of detected photons depend on 

amplification level. Different UV cameras has different sensitivity and amplification settings. The 

Sensitivity also have to be taken into account. 

 

2.2 factors Influencing discharge activity. 

 

Next factors have an influence on discharge activity. 

  - Air temperature. The air gap breakdown voltage depend on temperature.  In [4] there is a 

dependency of air gap breakdown voltage from temperature  Picture 1. 

 

Picture.1 Dependency of breakdown voltage from temperature. 

For engineering calculation we can approximate this curve as a line. The Y axis show relation of 

breakdown voltage of air gap to breakdown voltage of air with temperature 20 C (the air pressure and 

relative air humidity never changes). The X axis is a temperature.  The corona discharge intensively 

change in inverse way to breakdown voltage. The lower breakdown voltage the higher discharge 

activity.  The UV camera screen snapshots of discharge activity on same insulation imperfection  with 

different temperature presented on picture 2. The quite same results was achieved in [4] for oil.  

10 C0     30 C0      38 C0 

Picture.2 Dependency of breakdown voltage from temperature. 



- Air pressure also has an influence on electrical resistance. In [1] there is a dependency of air gap 

breakdown voltage from pressure. The influence of air pressure is not so strong as influence of  air 

temperature and it is possible to not take it into account. 

- Humidity has very strong influence on discharge activity. But only in case if relative humidity is 

more than 90 %.  It's looks lore that it is good idea to not perform inspection in case if humidity is 

more than 90%. But experience of EPRI described in [1]  show as that there is several types of critical 

imperfection which can be detected by UV camera in wet weather ( for example damage of composite 

core of polymer insulation). So inspection of electrical equipment for detection of such imperfection 

have to be inspected in wet weather, but it will be incorrect to measure discharge activity of all other 

imperfection in such conditions. 

 

3. Recount to normalized conditions 

 

 During discussion with leading organizations performing UV discharge inspection  we reach an 

agreement that normalized conditions have to be should be considered as normal: 

- measurement have to be produced amplification level to achieve  a UV camera  sensitivity  equal 

to 3*10-18 W/sm2  

- measurement distance (L)=10 meters  

-  temperature(t) 10 C0  

- humidity less than 90 %). 

 

To recount discharge activity to discharge activity in normalized condition equation (2)  was used. 

 
tdistnorm ККII  meas  (2) 

Inorm - Normalized value of discharge intensively, 

Imeas - Measured value of discharge intensively, 

Kdist - Distance coefficient (3), 

K t - Temperature coefficient(4). 
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 LКdist  
(3) 

L - distance to inspection object. 
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t - どñмäñëаöÜëа вÜзÑÜха. 



 

Formula (1) give as an ability to perform measurement, which are not depend from weather 

conditions and inspection parameters. 

 

4 Personnel training and certification 

 

The international standard for personnel training and certification ISO 9712 [6] not describe 

requirements foe UV discharge inspection  personnel,  bet the procedure, describing how to add extra 

method to certification scheme exist.  

To get an accreditation for NDT personnel certification it is a long way. It is  necessary to perform 

next steps 

- prove to accreditation organization  that it is necessary to start certification in new method. 

- Organize a discussion between leading organization to work out personnel. 

- Work out training materials and samples. 

- Work out exam procedure and exam materials 

- Pass accreditation.  

We Successfully pass  all this steps and receive accreditation from DAkkS for personnel certification 

in UV inspection of electrical discharge activity. It is necessary to say that to perform accreditation of  

SEC "Kachestvo"  DAkkS work out accreditation criteria's [7] and accreditation procedure [8] for 

NDT personnel certification body's for UV inspection. 

 

5 Conclusion 

 

Our results of our work are used in new redaction national standards [2] for UV discharge inspection.  

We hope that UV inspection will  become one of main methods of electrical equipment diagnosti like 

and infrared inspection. UV inspection not replace Infrared inspection. Contact joints and heating can 

be easy detected by infrared technique, discharge activity by UV technique. 
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